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Abstract - W e  compare  two s t ra teg ies  for lossy 
s o u r c e  description across a pair of unreliable chan- 
nels. I n  the  first strategy, we use a broadcas t  chan- 
ne l  code  t o  achieve a different r a t e  for each possi- 
ble channel realisation, a n d  t h e n  use a multiresolu- 
t i o n  source code to describe t h e  source at t h e  result-  
i n g  rates.  I n  t h e  second s t ra tegy ,  we use a channel  
cod ing  s t ra tegy  for two independent  channels coupled 
w i t h  a multiple description source  code. In each case, 
we choose t h e  coding pa rame te r s  t o  minimize the ex- 
p e c t e d  end-to-end d is tor t ion  in  t h e  source reconstruc- 
t ion .  W e  demonst ra te  t h a t  i n  point-to-point commu- 
n ica t ion  across a pai r  of non-ergodic channels,  mul- 
t i p l e  description coding  can  provide subs tan t ia l  gains 
r e l a t ive  t o  mulitresolution a n d  broadcas t  coding. W e  
then investigate this  comparison in  a s imple  MIMO 
channel .  W e  demons t r a t e  t h e  inferior per formance  
of space time coding wi th  multiresolution source cod- 
i n g  a n d  broadcast  channel  coding  relative to multiple 
descr ip t ion  codes and a t ime  shar ing  channel  coding  
strategy. These results ind ica te  t h a t  for non-ergodic 
channels ,  t h e  t rad i t iona l  definit ion of channel  capac- 
i t y  d o e s  not necessarily lead to t h e  hes t  channel  code  
from t h e  perspective of end-to-end source distortion. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We cowider the problem of communication over channels 
subject to non-ergodic link failures. An information theoretic 
investigation becomes tricky in this domain since even the 
definition of channel capacity for channels that can fail com- 
pletely and for a11 time is nontrivial. More precisely, consider 
a network comprising a single transmitter-receiver pair. Our 
channel model involves a pair of parallel links from the trans- 
mitter to the receiver, each of which fails with some nonzero 
probability. Traditional definitions place the capacity of this 
channel at 0 since with Some nonzero probability there are 
no working links between the transmitter and the receiver. 
Alternative definitions, including the notions of outage and 
expected capacity introduced in 111, place the capacity value 
somewhat higher by allowing channel coding strategies where 
we permit reliable receipt of a subset of the transmitted hits. 
This is atypical for capacity definitions hut gives increased 
flexibility in non-ergodic communication environments. 
We approach the problem at hand with the goal of mini- 
mizing the expected distortion achieved in transmitting a con- 
tinuous S O U I C ~  across the given channel. More precisely, the 
source is a memuryless Gaussian with mean 0 and variance 
'This work was supported in part by NSF Grant #0&226324. 
02, and distortion is measured as the squared difference be- 
tween the observed source sample and its reconstruction a t  
the receiver. 
We cnnsider two communicstiun strategies. 
In one strategy, we treat the channel as B threereceiver 
broadcast channel. The thrce receivers here correspond to the 
decoder behaviors employed when both links succeed, when 
exactly nne link fails, and when both links fail. We use a 
multiresolutiun source code to give a single source description 
that can be decoded at  whatever rate the decoder receives. 
We choose the broadcast rates t o  the three receivers' to lie 
a n  the outer boundary of the broadcast channel's capacity 
region and to  minimize the expected distortion achieved in 
describing the given source across the given broadcast channel. 
The expectation is here taken with respect to the distribution 
on the rates nssociated with the three receivers. 
In the other strategy, we use multiple description coding 
to send distinct descriptions over the pair of channels. We 
choose the multiple description code that minimizes the ex- 
pected distortion with respect to the given distribution on 
channel failures. 
For simplicity, we begin by comparing these strategies on 
a pair of binary links. Each link is either lossless (capacity 1) 
or completely absent (capacity fl) for all time, but which of 
these behaviors will occur is unknown B priori. Failures of the 
two links occur as independent events of probability p. 
Since any strategy fur communicating across the given pair 
of links may be viewed as a multiple description coding strat- 
egy, an optimal multiresolution-broadcast code cannot achieve 
lower end-toend expected distortion than an optimal multi- 
ple description code. Comparison of these strategies is still 
of interest, though, because it lends insight into more compli- 
cated channel models wbere the outcome of such a comparison 
becomes less clear. 
MIMO channels provide an interesting second example for 
comparing the strategios at hand. We here model the chan- 
nel as a complex channel from a pair of transmit antennas to  
a single receive antenna. Application of an Alamouti space 
time code effectively yields a single channel at a communi- 
cation rate that is unknown to the transmitter. Time shar- 
ing yields a pair of independent channels, each uf which may 
fail with some nonzero probability. While space time coding 
achieves higher channel rates, it cannot exploit the advantages 
of a multiple description source code. In contrast, indepen- 
dent channel coding yields lower channel rates hut is better 
matched to a multiple description source coding strategy. We 
therefore combine the multiresolution-broadcast strategy with 
the space time channel code and combine multiple description 
IThe receiver for two link Failures always gets rate zero. 
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coding with the time sharing channel code. In comparing the 
end-teend distortion achieved by each strategyy: we find that 
lor low d u e s  of the SNR multiple drscriptiori source codes 
wit,h independent channel codes outperform the space time 
channel code with multiresolution source coding. At low val- 
ues of the SNR, the data rate increase due to space time coding 
is insufficient to surpass the advantage of multiple descript,ion 
coding observed in the previous channel model. 
hi Section 11 we derive a simple (but surprisingly good) 
lower bound on the expected distortion in the first chan- 
nel model and thsn derive the precise performance of the 
multiresolution-braaddcast and multiple description strategies 
on this channel. Section 111 contains a precise ch;tr,xterizat.ion 
of the second chnnnei inodei and the corresponding expected 
distortion results. Section rV discusses the implications of 
our results and briefly describes a few extensions of this work 
currentiy under investigation. 
11. TRANSMiSSiON STRATEGIES 
A Lower Bound 
The scenario described in Section I corresponds to the trans- 
mission of two packets through two separate links, each of 
which may fail with probability p. We can obtain a simple 
lower hound OII the achievable performance by a w m i n g  that 
the trammitter knows beforehand if a given chnnnei will fail. 
Thus, if the transmitter knows that both chsnneis will suc- 
ceed, it c m  transmit at a channel rate r = 1 on each channel 
which may correspond to a source coding rate R = X2r = X2. 
The parameter X adapts the r t te  a t  which source symbols are 
produced to the channel rate. In  this case a normalized dis- 
tortion of 2-4* is achievable. If it is known at the transmit,ter 
that only one packet will be available a t  the rcceivw, a nor- 
malized distortion level of 2TZA is achievable. Thus m average 
normalized distortion of 
is achievable in the scenario of an informed transmitter. 
Clearly, we expect B significantly decreased performance for 
an uninformed transmitter. 
Multiple Description Coding 
The source coding problem of two independently available 
error-free channels has been solved for Gaussian sources by 
El Ganid and Cover and Ozarow in [Z, 31. We want to corn- 
pare their solution to an altermtive approach that uses a mul- 
tiresolution code in conjunction with a broadcast transmission 
scheme. First we restate the result of [Z, 31 specialized to our 
setup. We reiy on the clarification of [4] in stating that result. 
Let RI  and Rz be the per symbol rates of a two description 
code. Let D I  and Dz be the per symbol distortions asso- 
ciated with receiving only the first description and only the 
second deucription, respectively. Finally, let Do be the per 
symbol distortion when both descriptions are received. Then 
the niultiple description ratcdistortion region for a Gaussian 
source with variance 6' is given by 
1 2 RI 2 -log- 
2 DI 
1 2 
2 0 2  
Rz 2 -log-, 
RI t Rz t Ro> 
where 
6 .  ,- o 2 - D,, d = DI + DZ - a 2 ,  and d' = ( l / D ,  + 1 / 0 2  - 
l/g2]-'. Based on the given channel model, we are par- 
ticularly interested in the case of equal rates RI  arid Rz, 
RI  = Rz = R = Xr, and equal distortions Di and Dz.' More- 
over, for our purposes it is more cowenlent t o  describe the 
distortion as a function of the rate. 
We begin by considering the boundary paints DO = d and 
Do = d'. 
When Do = d = 2D1 - a 2 ,  RI + Rz = (1/2)log(oZ/Do)l 
giving Doloz = 2 T 2 ( 2 H )  and D1/oz = (1/2)(1 + 2 - 2 ( 2 R ) ) .  
Since Dolo' 2 2-2 (2R)  for all descriptions of rate no greater 
than 2R and the given point niiilimizes D1 subject to the 
constraint Do = 2-2rzR), the point 
is the only point of interest in the region Do 5 d. 
When Do = d' = (2101 - l/oz)-' = Dia2/ (20z  - D l ) ,  we 
get R = (1/2) log(02/D~),  giving D t / a z  = 2 - 2 R  and Dolo' = 
2 - 2 R / ( 2  - 2 - a R ) .  Since no smaller D I  value i s  achievable with 
the given description rate R, the point 
is the only point of interest in the region DO 2 d'. 
In the mid-region, where d < Do < d', the point of interest 
is 2R = (112) log[(oz /Do)(oz  - D o ) z / ( ( 0 2  -Do)*-(u'-ZDI + 
Do)')]. Letting a = Do/oz  and b = D l / 0 2 ,  we find 
Thus the mid-region yields 
for all a t [ 2 - 2 1 2 R ) , 2 - 2 R / ( 2  - 2 - 2 R ) ] .  
above equations in the fallowing proposition. 
Proposition 1 Let an i.i.d. Gaussian source with variance 
c2 be described b y  two descriptions both of which have rate R. 
The distortions D1 and DO corresponding to observations of 
one or both descriptiom. The achievable distortion region for 
U frzed rate R is described by: 
We summarize the 
*Here r = I is the channel transmission rate 
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Figure 1: The  expected distnrtion region for a n  i.i.d. 
Gaussian soiirce with double description coding and iden- 
tical description rates. D, is the distorlion achieved by 
observing oiily om description while DO is the distortion 
achievable by observing both. 
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Figure 1 shows the actlieuable distortion region for various 
values of R. 
The Erasure Channel Model 
S e p a r a t e  Source and Channel Coding 
While the transmission strategy employing muitiple de- 
scriptions is, by definition, optimal for the given pair of unre- 
liable channels, it is interesting to note how B system that uses 
broadcast coding performs. While muitiple description cod- 
ing sends two descriptions and devises mechanisms for coping 
with the complete loss of either description, broadcart coding 
guiuantees reliabie transmission of a fixed collection of bits 
to  each receiver. This is accomplished by treating the orig- 
inal setup as the degraded broadcast erasure channel (with 
memory) depicted in Figure 2. 
The capacity region (without common information) for the 
broadcast channel in Figure 2 is given by 
1 
2 TL = I ( U ;  Y L )  = -(I - H ( b ) )  
T H  = I(X;YHIU) = H ( b )  
for all b E [0,1/2]. We here rely an the fact that the capacity 
for an erasure channel with the given marginal distribution is 
the same whether or not the channel has memory. In fact, time 
sharing gives a simpie way tu achieve this capacity. During a 
fraction of time equaling T H ,  we transmit information to the 
first sink; during the remaining time (1 - P H ) ,  we transmlt 
information to the second sink using an erasure correcting 
code optimized for erasure probability 1/2. 
Allowing for common information gives (with a = H ( b )  E 
[0, 11): 
XI Y X l  Y L  1 
O 3.: 0 
1 - 1  I 
Figure 2: A single binary degraded broadcast chamel. 
The capacity region for a pair of indcpcndent broadcast chan- 
neis simply douhles these rates. 
Since the Gaussian source i s  successively refinable [5> 6 ,  21 
the distortions achieved in the first and second resolutions of 
a multiresolution code with incremental rates RI  = X2rr. and 
Rz = X 2 r ~  (the factor of two comes from the fact that the two 
independent channels together give rise to twice the capacity) 
are ~ z - * ~ ( ' - " J  and g22-"['+'), giving expected distortion 
over the choice of channels: 
- D' ~ pz + Z P ( l  - p)2-*'('-") + (1 - p)22-AU+*J 
D 
In order to optimize this expression: notice that 
- O D  [-I = X(1 -p)a2-A (zpzZA* - (1 -p)Z-z**) 
aa D 
Setting this derivative equal to zero and checking boundary 
poiiits gives a E {l,O,(l/(4X))log((l - p)/Zp)}. Since a E 
[O, I], the latter solution is only appiicable for p E [l /( l  + 
2"'+'), 1/31, Thus DIUz = min{p' + 2p(l  - p)Z-'l + (1 ~ 
p ) 2 ~ ~ 2 A l p z + ? p ( ~ - p ) + ( ~ - p ) ' ~ - 4 " }  fo rp  E [o, 1/(1+P*+')]~ 
(I/:<, I] and D/oz  = min{p2 +2p( 1-p)2T2* +( 1 -p)'2-'*, pz + 
2p(1 - p ) + ( ~ - p ) ~ ~ - ~ * , p ~ + ( ~  -p)~-'~+'-} for 
p E [ 1 / ( 1  +PA+'), 1/31, giving finally 
D 1 1  
pz + 2p(l - P p A  + (1 - P)22-zA P E 10, &I 
p' + 2p( I - p) + ( I  - p)22PA 
- = (  DZ P z + ( 1 - P ) 2 - 2 A + ' d % i G l  P E  [->HI 
P E  
Figure 3 compares the performance of the multiresolution 
and muitiple description strategies to  the bound carrespond- 
ing t o  an informed encoder. The multiple description code 
outperforms the multiresolution code for all p E (0, 1). 
111. MIMO CODING 
The findings of the previous section indicate that the scenario 
of non-ergodic channel behavior can open the door to signif- 
icant gains in end-to-end performance. Next, we apply this 
approach to the area of MIMO channels. The goal of this sec- 
tion is not to give a self contained investigation of source and 
channel coding in this context. Fhther, we want tu illustrate 
the problems that arise with a specific example. 
As in the simplest setup for space time coding, consider 
a network with two transmit antennas and a single receive 
antenna. Let the two complex channels (transmitter 1 to  the 
receiver and transmitter 2 to the receiver) have complex gains 
h, and h2. We wsume B very slowly fading channel modeled 
by the assumption that hl and hz are time invariant (at least 
with respect to the amplitude of the hi). We also assume that 
the receiver knows the h,. While the random variables hi 
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Figure :<: The  normalized expected distortion (lJ/u2) 
achieved in describiug the Gaussian source across a pair 
of unreliable links. The  dashed and solid lilies shuw the 
performance of the mnltiresolutioii-broaricilst coding and 
multiple description coding, respectively. The dwh-dot 
line gives a lower bound on the optimal performance. We 
perform the comparison fur X values rdnging from 0.125 
t.0 2. 
would typicidly be distributed according to some continuous 
distribution, we want to consider the somewhat idealized case 
where the amplitude of the hi aLssume only two vdues, namely 
{O. l}. The phase of the complex numbers h, is  uniformly 
distributed in [0,2nl. 
Each transmit antenna tra1,smit.s a complex symbol zr ’  at 
time t .  The output yt of the receiver antenna thus equals: 
yt = h,xj” + hzxy’  +ne, 
where the n t  are independent, identically distributed complex 
Gaussian random variables with variance No. 
We can use the muiti-antenna channel in two different ways. 
Employing Strategy 1, we set x y ’  to  zero in even timeslots 
while xi” equals ZCIO in odd timesiots. In other words we 
use each transmit antenna independently of the other one in 
even and odd time slots, effectively creating two independent 
channels, one with complex gain hl and the other one with 
conlplex gain hz. Each channel has capacity log(l + llh.llzy) 
where y is defined as the signal to  noise ratio. 
In Strategy 2, we use a space time code. The natural choice 
for the setup described above is to choose the Alamouti scheme 
[7] in order to transmit information for this setup. We briefiy 
describe this scheme for compietensss. 
The idea is to  transmit a complex number z$i) = a:’’ on 
the first auteniia and another complex number xg’ = a y )  on 
the second antenna. In the next time dot we choose x g i l  = 
-ay’* and xc ’  = a$’)*. Two new complex numbers ai?,,aj?, 
are chosen at timestep 2t + 2. Rewriting t.he received signal 
in lllatrix form: we get: 
The result of using the Alarnouti scheme for information 
transmission is that we obtain two complex channels which 
both have the same squared complex gain Ilh~llz+llhzl12. It is 
interesting to note that these two channels are independent of 
each other, which is due to the fact that  the Alamouti scheme 
constitutes mi orthogonal design. From this observation it 
immediately follows that we obtain in time slots 2t  and 2t + 1 
two independent channels, each one with gain l lhl lz f llhzl l*  
and therefore capacity C =  log(l+(llh~llZ+llhzIl2)y/2). The 
terni y/2 arises because we have to pump energy into both 
channels. 
We see that if both h l  and hz have the same amplitude h, 
then the results of both strategies are identical, i.e. we obtain 
a capacity of log(1 + Ilhll’y) per niulti-input chaniiel use. 
If ht and hz are dilferent, then due to concavity of the log- 
arithm function Strategy 1 (the timesharing scheme) attains 
a smaller ergodic capacity of 
I 
- 2 ( ~ ~ g ( ~ + l l h ~ / 1 2 ~ ) + ~ ~ g ( ~ + / I h z l 1 2 ~ ) )  
than Strategy 2 
l o d l  + (Ilhi/lz + l l h ~ l l 2 ) r / ~ ) :  
which seems to favor space time coding over time sharing. 
We emphasize that the Alamouti scheme creates indepen- 
dent, equaily good, and reliable channels. While this is a good 
strategy from B channel capacity point of view, it iniplies that 
there is no room ieft to exploit the advantages of muitiple 
description coding. 
On the other hand, Strategy 1, while inferior from a capac- 
ity point of view, opens the passibility of eniploying muitiple 
description coding. 
In order to illustrate the tradeoffs involved, we next coni- 
pare the expected distortion performances under the assump 
tion that the amplitudes l lhsJ are drawn independently from 
the Bernoulli distribution with Pr(llhil1 = 1) = 1 - p and 
Pr(llh,ll = O )  = p .  
Stra tegy  1: 
T i m e  Shar ing  & Multiple Description Coding  
description code achieves normalized expected distortion 
By Proposition 1, at rate R = Xlog(1 + 7) the multiple 
D 
0 2  
= (1 - p)’a + 2p( l -  p)b +pZ,  
where a E [(l +y)- l ’ , ( l  +y)-**/(2 - (1 +7)-’”)] and 
. . . . . -. . . 
b I + a  1-04 1 (1+y)-4* 
2 2 a 
Numerical optiniization for aas  a function ofp, y, and X yields 
the solid curves in Figures 4 and 5 .  
Stra tegy  2: 
Space Time,  Broadcast ,  & Multiresolution Coding  
In this case we have a pair of channels at rates iag(1 + 
y/2) when llhlll = I and llhzll = 0 (or vice verse), and a 
pair of channels at rates log(1 + 7) when llhtll = llhzll = 1. 
Since the channel capacity in operation is unknown to the 
system encoder: we employ a broadcast code to  simuitaneousiy 
transmit across this pair of possible channels. 
We refer to Cover and Thomas for the capacity region of 
the Gaussian broadcaqt channd3 
__.._........__._.... 
3The broadcast channel in question here is degraded 
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Figure 4: Space time and multiple description results for 
X = 0.125. Figure 5:  Space time and multiple description results for A =  1. 
The resulting capacity region across each channel is char- 
* i"p l l~ i - - ,n .~- , - - , -bz .~-~-~~-  
acterized by: om 
T L  + TH 5 ( log(l+ a y )  + log(l+ (1 - .)/(a + 2/y))) 
T L  5 ( W l  + (1 -a) / ( .  + 2/71)) 
for a E (0, I]. Employing a multiresolution source code at  
increniental rates Ri = X Z ~ L  and Rz = X2rx gives distortion 
, , 22 -2 (R%+R~)  = 2 ( 1 + ~ ~ ) - ~ * ( 1 + ( 1 - ~ ) / ( ~ + 2 / ~ ) ) - ' *  
when llhlll = llhzll = 1 and 
,,%-ZRx = U 2 ( I + ( l  -a)/(a+2/r))-4" 
when ( ~ ~ h z ~ ~ , [ ~ h 2 ~ ~ )  E ( ( f l , l ) , ( l , O ) }  by the successive refin- 
abiiity of the Gaussian source. As a result, the end to end 
expected normalized distortion of this approach equals 
Figure 6: T h e  difference between multiple description a n d  
space time results for X = 0.125. 
+ Z p ( l - p )  I +  - - - - -  
WP~,mD.r,..3D*,-.as,-bzw ID-*- 
( --I* + PZ. 
a , ,  , , , , , , , , , 
Numerical optimization over the choice of a for each value of 
y and p yields the dashed curves in Figure 4 and 5. 
The difference between Strategy 1 (which uses multires 
olution source coding and space time channel coding) and 
Strategy 2 (which uses time sharing and multiple description 
coding) for each value of p appears in Figures 6 and 7. The 
results demonstrate that the Alamouti scheme is a suboptimal 
strategy if we are interested in end-to-end d i~ to r t ion .~  
IV. DISCUSSION 
The results of the comparison described in Section I11 are 
illustrated in Figures 4- i .  For a fixed parameter p we can dis- 
tinguish four regions in Figure 6 and Figure 7. At very low 
SNRs both schemes achieve a similar normalized distortion ;%. 
verv close to one since the source descrintion rates are iust too 
n-l 
small. In particular, the difference between the two schemes 
becomes very small. As the SNR d u e s  increase we hegin 
Figure 7: T h e  difference betweeii multiple description and 
space time results for X = 1. .................................. 
"This holds at least ior low values of Y. 
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to observe nun-vwiishing description rates and the multiple 
description code begins to show better performance. In par- 
ticular? in this range o i  SNR valiies the space time code does 
not yet provide the substantial gains that we would expect to 
see at higher SNR values. As the SNR increases the increased 
mutual informat.ion provided hy the space time code begins to 
outweigh the multipie description gains of Strategy 1. Even- 
tually, for very high SNRs the achievable distortion becomes 
outage determined and both schemes converge to a distortion 
D = pzo2. Their absolute distortion difference vanishes again. 
While the shown curves are specific for the Alaniouti 
scheme, we would expect a similar behavior for general space 
time codes. In particular, the failure of space time codes in the 
low SNR regime can be interpreted i n  the context of existing 
results on MMIbIO capacity in the IOW SNR regime. Indeed, 
it is known that, in the law SNR regime. the capacity oi a 
MIMO system scales ils mSNR, where m is the number of 
receive antennas [8: !I], fur both coherent and non-coherent 
channel cases. In that case: transmit antennas do  not prrr 
vide any ildded benefit from the point of view of capacity and 
- the Ml?dO system acts as a single transmitter, single receiver 
channel. The types of channel codes that achieve capacity in 
that case are traditional single sender. single receiver codes op- 
erating with a single description code. The role of the receive 
antennas is not to acquire added refinement in information, 
but merely to harvest as much energy ils possible. Indeed, 
the interierence among transmit antenna, which space time 
codes seek to manage through arthogmiality, is negligible with 
respect to the effect of the noise. 
In this range ai SNR values multiple description coding a p  
pears to be an  intriguing alternative in order to capitalize on 
channel diversity; rriultiple description codes should offer an 
effective way to handle different non-ergodic channel realiaa- 
tiom. 
Note that t.he scaling with SNR and number oi antennm is 
altogether different from the high SNR case, for which space 
time codes are designed. For sufficiently coherent channels, 
capacity is roughly min(m,n)log(SNR), where n is the nun-  
her of transmit antennas [Si. The logarithmic dependence on 
SNR, as well m thc dependence on both transmit and receive 
antennas, suggests a system which is limited by degrees ai 
ireedoni rather than energy [lo]. In this regime, while the 
multiple description code is still a good strdttegy, the advan- 
tages of space time coding with respect to achievable rates 
simply overwhelm the gains offered by the multiple descrig 
tion approach. It is interesting to  note that the increased 
channel rates are due to diversity gain and as such they draw 
a n  the same resource as the multiple description codes. In 
particular, trading off the available diversity with respect to  
diversity gain and multiple description gain seems to  be a very 
intriguing problem. Combining this problem with the design 
issues a i  multiple receive and transmit antenna codes appears 
to hold many challenges. 
As a final thought we wouid like to emphasize that we be- 
lieve the paper addresses a much bigger problem than multi- 
ple description coding over MIMO channels. In fact, MIMO 
is just a special case of exploiting non-ergodic diversity that 
may be offered by parallel channels. This scenario appears 
for exvniple also in parallel channels through macrodiversity 
or .soft handoff, or parnilel routes through a wireless or wired 
network. In ail of these scenarios it appears that the availabie 
diversity may be either used to stabilize B connection, thus 
enabling higher transmission rates: or it may be used for de- 
creased end-to-end distortion by using a nniitiple description 
code. 
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